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Shawn
Let your mind run free.

Excite your body with unusual idea.
Get drunk on beauty.

Spencer
Melanie HansangEric

Granddaughter Ms. QinGranny QinKen

Second SisterBig Sister

With friends like 
these, who needs 

enemies?

The logic behind the 
idiom, “With friends like 

these, who needs enemies”, 
warns of one's close associates 

that may prove to be more adver-
sarial than one's opponents. 

However, perhaps there is a slight 
possibility that you were undermining 

the abilities of your teammates all along 
without giving them the opportunity to 

shine. 

When you don’t give your teammates the credit 
they deserve and are always worried that they will 

slow you down, another way of looking at this 
mentality might be that you are unwilling to push 

through the thick and thin and work through all the ups 
and downs as a team. When someone is �ghting their 

hardest to overcome an obstacle, don’t just stand there and 
think why can’t she move faster, or when a teammate has 

come to your rescue a second too late, stop fussing over why he 
was late. Rather than working together collectively as a team, 

some of us might be focusing a little too much on achieving 
personal perfection, forgetting that as nifty as a do-it-all Swiss Army 

Knife might be, it still needs other components to achieve great things. 

Who are capable of forming a team together? Are the members of the 
team performing at the same caliber? How to handle a situation without 

�ashing big managerial theories that may sound good on paper but lack a 
sense of humanness in reality. “Having each other’s backs” is perhaps something 

you should seriously consider when playing on a team.
 

In this Mapper issue, we will be introducing a few teams that seem to have �ourished 
organically. Some of these teams have members from all walks of life, as they all have a 

fascinating story to share. Some teams began as strangers, but were able to click instantaneously 
right o� the bat. Regardless of what type of team they are, Mapper hopes through our traveler’s 

almanac to take you on a journey to investigate how these di�erent teams operate and how they have 
come to �nd ways to work with each other’s strengths and weaknesses to complement each other and 

to form a sense of “harmony” in the East District – this harmony, although intangible, is something 
that draws people in with emotional ties formed.
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Boven

Magazine Library 

Little Fatso

Roots Creative

Qin Family Bakery

（　）Art Salon

Tsun Tzu Kou
 (The Village)

Café de Riz

Tuesday
FELLOW VILLAGERS DAY

Wednesday
FORMER COLLEAGUES DAY

Thursday
COMRADES DAY

Friday
THREE GENERATIONS DAY

Saturday
VOLUNTEER LEAGUES DAY

Monday
SISTERS DAY

Sunday
MAN & WIFE DAY

This culinary trio met in Las Vegas. The three are partners and also chefs. Melanie and Hansang run the kitchen, 
and Eric, the only one that speaks Mandarin in the group, is in charge of operations, accounting, and human 
resources. The three chefs have worked incredible hours in the past year, ranging 12 to 14 hours a day, six days 
a week. The mutual understanding they have for each other allows them to work in the kitchen �uidly with no 
translations needed.

Military service bunk-bed buddies turned business partners? The entrepreneurial dream of Boven Magazine 

Library began brewing in the army and marched on after the completion of the owners’ military service. 

Working against the trend, what they �ght for is a sense of mission in life to guard their love for paper-based 

reading materials and design, with each copy personally selected.

A partnership of three generations makes up for this team of deep, long kinship. Pastry making is something 

almost every woman knew how to do in the old days. The traditional approach is not something that should 

be easily toyed with or altered lightheartedly. When the shop opens, every step involved needs to be taken 

seriously and practice makes perfect is the only way to go about it.  

（ ）Art Salon on Andong Street is shaped by connections between teams that move along with the pulse of 

society, with �ve hair stylists from The Walker and two baristas from Basement Café coming together to co-own 

the salon due to their shared ideology, resulting in this hair salon that combines antiques, co�ee, and 

exhibition all under one roof. 

The big, old political slogan in the restaurant, “Respect the Homeland, Strengthen Thy Self; Respond to Change 
without Fear”, tells of the Village’s beginning. Composed of second-generation “Mainlanders” that have retreated 
from China, the crew mainly consists of people that grew up in Taiwan’s military dependents' villages, with each 
having been through highs and lows in society trying to make a career for themselves. They met in the 
middle-age chapter of their lives and have come together to open up this noodle shop to start something new.

Reminiscing of Yoji Yamada �lms, the family-run Little Fatso serves food that is warm and genuine. Lane 216, 

Zhongxiao East Road is the homiest of all lanes and alleyways in the East District, and for those that work in 

the area, Little Fatso, which opened 16 years ago, is a place that makes them feel the most at home. 

Does the business model of wife-and-husband duo mean 1+1=3? The couple behind Café de Riz brings to the 
shop a double dose of blissfulness, and the longer the shop opens, the better their relationship becomes and 
the tastier their rice gets. The shop’s name, Café de Riz, uses the Latin origin for the word rice, representing the 
passion that they have demonstrated since the beginning, with each bite of rice that hits just the right spot 
inside.

Philosopher Gaston Bachelard saw the house as a sort of initial universe. The history of Jimmy and Irene dates 
way back to 11 years ago, followed by 5 years of marriage so far and 3 years as business owners. They exude a 
sense of reclusiveness and have chosen a hidden alleyway in a residential area to open their shop, creating an 
intimate and organic dinning experience for their patrons. 

Café de Riz can be deconstructed into basically the wife and husband duo. The husband is in charge of the back 
of the house, as he takes care of execution details, information collection, �nancial management, and brand 
positioning. The wife is in charge of the front of the house, taking care of visual design, marketing, and 
cross-industry collaborations. The focus on rice comes from Jimmy’s past experience of running a Japanese 
restaurant. He began paying close attention to food and dining environment when he fell ill years ago, and 
decided to put everyday life at the core, with rice at the foundation of their business. 

Irene began to take on multiple roles after the two got married, including wife, mother, travel book author, and 
also the inspiration behind Café de Riz. Sick and tired of the same old boring drinks on the market? With her 
boundless imagination for food, Irene, together with Jimmy and a drink maker, developed the unique chestnut 
milk tea that can only be found in their shop. Café de Riz’s menu changes periodically and has also been 
through three di�erent versions. They even invited three Michelin starred French pastry chef Pierre Gagnaire to 
come to Café de Riz to create unique desserts.   

The structure of this duo is analogous to mixing two di�erent types of rice together, with their own unique 
texture, aroma, and �avor working in unison to compliment each other. 1+1=3 de�nitely works in this combo, 
with the fusion resulting in an exceptional blend. 

Little Fatso has a very ordinary, everyday beginning, with big sister accidentally seeing a store up for lease in 
the area when she was taking her kid to art class. The idea of opening up her own shop then began to bud 
inside her. The way that this family-run joint operates is like this: big sister is in charge of the wonton and meal 
box side of the shop. The second sister is the head of the breakfast joint and the fruit stand. “Bigger-big” sister, 
second brother, niece, and nephew also help out at the shop. 

They only use the freshest of ingredients, with a shopping map crafted by big sister that includes: pork from 
Changchun Market, chicken from Songjiang Market, and vegetables are from a vendor in Binjiang Market with 
the highest quality and also the highest price point. Second sister, who is in charge of breakfast and the fruit 
stand, is known for her quick hands, and she also makes fruit boxes that require her to pick out di�erent quality 
fruits to satisfy the pickiest of moms in the East District. Little Fatso o�ers 10 di�erent meal box dishes daily, 
with all of them made from family recipes. Bigger-big sister is the one that cooks the food behind the scenes, 
and second brother, who used to run Wenzhou Wonton Noodles inside Tonlin Department Store, is also part of 
the crew. He has improved the size of the wontons, making each piece the perfect bite, taking the delicate 
wonton to a di�erent level. 

ittle Fatso has conquered the stomachs of many foodies, with its “big-chop rice” or “four-dish rice” favorites 
amongst people that work in the area. Despite its kind of tricky way of ordering food and the huge but neatly 
lined crowd outside the shop, Little Fatso has remained a popular establishment in the East District. Every day 
at lunchtime, you will �nd people around Lane 216 area either eating at Little Fatso or on their way there. 

Eric and Hansang met in 2007, and Eric became Melanie’s manager when he switched to work for another 
restaurant in 2010. The three then moved to work in the restaurant industry in Boston at di�erent times in 
2013. After working together for about a year and a half, Eric expressed his intentions to move back home to 
Taipei, and Melanie and Hansang also wanted some changes in life. Their partnership is a true teamwork, with 
everything accomplished as a team. The right people at the right time in life brought them together, and as the 
wheels of their lives click and turn in unison, they have landed and clicked into one unit in Taipei. 

As faithful followers of seasonal ingredients, these chefs that now call the subtropical Taiwan their home had to 
reeducate themselves about the local seasons and learn about the produce here. The result is a culinary story 
with delightful new elements; for example, you will �nd at Roots Creative mountain pepper or Magao sherbet 
created by Melanie inspired by the local aboriginal spice. Since opening, Roots Creative has changed its menu 
four times to work with the changing seasons. Their shared passion for seasonal ingredients is what propels 
this team to achieve culinary greatness. 

Finishing Salt───A pinch of salt sprinkled on the dish before serving that can result in bursts of powerful 
�avors. The three chefs have brought with them culinary skills and executive experiences from working in Las 
Vegas. No �ashy gimmicks, everything is done step by step here in pursuit of purity and �nesse with food. Like 
�nishing salt for the city, we look forward to their restaurant to transform Taipei’s culinary landscape into 
something that’s more complete and more enthralling.

Having spent day and night together while they served in the army, the bond between Spencer and Ken is like 
family. Ken started the �rst generation Boven in 2004 and invited Spencer to run its record shop at the 
basement. Although the business only lasted for two years, the two still talk about that period in time till this 
day with those memories held dearly. When Spencer came up with the idea of a “magazine library”, they 
decided to keep the name Boven that represents their youthful memories, and the two became business 
partners again. 

Spencer has worked in radio, book rental shop, record store, and the magazine industry, and holds an 
enthusiasm for magazines that is quite rare and has led to an irreplaceable accumulation of knowledge for the 
medium. Ken used to work in banking and also as a wedding consultant in Shanghai; he brings to the team his 
strength as a marketing PR whiz. Shawn specializes in the printing business, making complete Boven’s 
publishing and design needs.  

The concept of the library is not a format here but a concept that entails borrowing and returning, provide and 
demand, o�ering time relevant materials and also classics. Working with these ideas, Boven functions like a 
library but it also sometimes feels like a co�ee shop, a living room, or perhaps a co-working o�ce. Paved with 
magazines, the place is a new way to meet friends in the neighborhood. A “magazine reading map” is 
something that Spencer is working on, and will be available in the near future; in the future, the magazines on 
the shelves of shops can also become a way to evaluate and review a particular place.

The Qin family home right by the Renai Circle is where the shop is. It is a place of modest setup, and you won’t 
�nd the usual greasiness here that you may see in other traditional pastry shops. A dining table is placed 
against the wall, with another working area divided by a big piece of glass. Speaking with a strong regional 
accent, Granny Qin, wearing pearl earrings that her granddaughter has gotten her, has been using the same 
rolling pin that she brought back from her hometown in Shantung, China 30 years ago. 

When the shop �rst started, Mama Qi also owned a salon next door, and granddaughter was an elementary 
school student. Fast-forward to a decade later, mother and granddaughter have both joined the team. To the 
granddaughter, the most challenging thing with this familial partnership is change. When she brought up the 
idea of delivery service, it took three years just to get the idea across. How about setting up a website? Another 
two years to explain the concept. Today, a mutual understanding is observed in this team of three generations. 
The mom is in charge of running the shop and quantity control. The granddaughter manages their online shop 
and helps with online orders every week. Granny Qin, who is 93 years old, still insists on walking down two 
alleyways to pay the vegetable vendor daily. She sometimes supervises the pastry making process, but most of 
the time nowadays, she enjoys sitting by the door to chat with their customers.   

Carefully cared for plants are found in the backyard of the Qin Family Bakery, with the plants glistening with 
vibrant colors whenever rain washes over the city. The district is in the city’s prime location, but the Qin family 
just happens to have made it home for the past 30 years. With tall buildings rising one after another, the 
gentleness that the women of the Qin family hold to care for their home has always stayed the same. 

（ ）Art Hair Salon on Andong Street is pronounced as “parentheses” Art Hair Salon, with a hair salon on the 
top �oor, co�ee shop at the bottom, and occasional exhibitions taking place all in the same building. 

The 5 stylists from The Walker each has over 10 years of experience, and they met the baristas working in a 
pour-over co�ee stand at one of the events where they were o�ering charity haircuts. The chemistry between 
the two teams was instantaneous. Compared with fashion trends or co�ee origins, they pay more attention to 
land and social justice, and this is what brought the two teams together to embark on their journey together. 
Rose and Wayne have been making co�ee together since they were in high school, and they o�cially joined   
（ ）Art Salon in 2015 and named their co�ee shop, Basement Co�ee. Since then, this salon of multiple 
endeavors has unfolded with seven members, two teams, and one salon. 

The diverse combination of this group actually operates under a rather simple model, with the stylists in 
charge of haircuts, dyes, and perms, and the baristas focusing on making the most aromatic brews. Other than 
their core businesses, they also come together to organize exhibitions of various scales. During their spare 
time, they walk their dog, take care of their pet �sh, paint, make leather goods, and draw in nutrients from life 
to make their work �ourish more organically. 

An intersection of cross-disciplinary endeavors has brought together this group of young men in their 20s, 
resulting in this shared space where ideology and romanticism can co-exist. They each specializes in a unique 
area and works diligently in what they believe in: “Changing the world begins with me.” This encounter of hair 
salon and co�ee may seem unexpected but is bringing them together on the same path. 

Jimmy

Job Title: CEO
Job Details: Financial management, brand positioning

Year of Birth: 1978
Astrology Sign: Cancer

Hobby: Qigong, health, travel, food

Irene

Job Title: Marketing
Job Details: Marketing PR,  cross-industry collaboration

Year of Birth: 1985
Astrology Sign: Gemini

Hobby: Travel, food 

Job Title: Head of Little Fatso Wonton Shop
Job Details: In charge of the front and the back of the house 

at the wonton shop
Year of Birth: 1960’s

Astrology Sign: Pisces
Hobby: Travel

Job Title: Head of Little Fatso Breakfast Shop
Job Details: In charge of the breakfast shop 

and also sales at the fruit stand
Year of Birth: 1960’s

Astrology Sign: Scorpio
Hobby: Karaoke 

Chef Hsiao Fatso

BlueMorgan Kenny Wayne

3/21, 3/28, 4/4, 4/11, 4/18, 4/25,
5/2, 5/9, 5/16, 5/23, 5/30, 6/6, 6/13

3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24,
5/1, 5/8, 5/15, 5/22, 5/29, 6/5, 6/12

3/19, 3/26, 4/2, 4/9, 4/16, 4/23, 4/30,
5/7, 5/14, 5/21, 5/28, 6/4, 6/11

3/18, 3/25, 4/1, 4/8, 4/15, 4/22, 4/29,
5/6, 5/13, 5/20, 5/27, 6/3, 6/10

3/17, 3/24, 3/31, 4/7, 4/14, 4/21, 4/28,
5/5, 5/12, 5/19, 5/26, 6/2, 6/9

3/15, 3/22, 3/29, 4/5, 4/12, 4/19, 4/26,
5/3, 5/10, 5/17, 5/24, 5/31, 6/7, 6/14

3/16, 3/23, 3/30, 4/6, 4/13, 4/20, 4/27,
5/4, 5/11, 5/18, 5/25, 6/1, 6/8, 6/15

Recommendation:【Double-sauce Noodles】――A bowl of white noodles with sesame sauce and minced meat sauce
                                    that leaves a lingering aroma in your mouth.

Collaborative Strengths: Friendliness with di�erent regional accents, the Village recreates a collective past with the place
                                               �lled with nostalgia to share with all.
Complementary Mode: Noodles from Shantung, dishes prepared by a Shanghainese, the restaurant oozes with di�erent 
                                            �avors of the old times mixed with regional specials form the North and the South. The crew’s daily 
                                            banter with each other makes the ambiance feel so familiar and homey. 

Recommendation:【Roots Trio】―― which consists of milk, magao, and cocoa, is a unique dessert made with unique 
                                    �avors from the homes of the three chefs.

Collaborative Strengths: The team resonates with each other from their food belief to humble approach and respect for 
                                              nature’s seasons. These principles are what evoke the incredible energy present in this restaurant.

Complementary Mode: Harmony and balance formed by di�erent nationalities, continents, cultures, and genders.

This relationship infused with delicious �avors consists of a gang of “army brats”. Led by the boss Old Wong, the 

entire Village crew includes Chef Hsiao, Chef Fatso, Sis, and Boss Lady. They have known each other for over 

two decades and have worked together for eight years. They get one day o� in the week and work for nine 

hours a day.  

Boss Old Wong is in charge of operations, menu design, and general supervision. He grew up in a military 

dependents' village in Gongguan, Taipei, and has an incredibly loud voice that he was born with – a man 

beaming with natural enthusiasm. Chef Hsiao works in the kitchen, and is a man of straightforward sincerity; 

he specializes in noodles. Chef Fatso comes from a military dependents' village in old Taipei’s south airport 

area. He specializes in Shanghainese cuisine and is in charge of the side dishes; he is known for his masterful 

knife skills. Boss Lady is in charge of the cash register, taking reservations and orders. Sis is the other woman on 

the team and is in charge of front of the house reception; she also manages the Village’s Facebook fan page. 

You won’t see any fancy décor at the Village. It is nestled in a small alley. With no imposing minimal charge, the 

Village has not raised its price in 9 years. Get a bowl of its double-sauce noodles, a plate of braised side dishes, 

and a couple of stir-fries that have maintained the original �avors of “wok-qi”, and wash it all down with some 

beer. Come and enjoy old-time food in this memory box �lled with nostalgia.

Recommendation:【Magazines】――SOFFA、Life & Thyme、Openhouse

Collaborative Strengths: The understanding for each other’s most unique strengths is what helps this team excel,
                                              resulting in a halo e�ect that glistens with a subdued, soft light coming from within.

Complementary Mode: The storyteller’s allegro pace, the publisher’s adagio, and the reader’s andante come together 
                                            to form a melodic harmony.

Boss Lady Sis

Old Wong

Recommendation:【Single sheet of Chinese baked pancake and Chinese chives turnover】──Made with cold  water
                                     dough and hand rolled, the pastries stay just as delicious even after reheating.

Collaborative Strengths: This team of family proves that blood is thicker than water, and there is nothing that is closer 
                                               than family.

Complementary Mode: Each person on this team plays a distinctive role: grandma is a treasure trove of pastry knowledge, 
                                            mother has great people skills, and granddaughter brings to the team her tech savviness.

Collaborative Strengths: They do not blindly follow trends, and would stand up for any social injustice, and are the 
                                              leadership type that can in�uence others.
Complementary Mode: There are seven of them on the team with seven distinctive personalities, seven di�erent focuses 
                                             and distractions. Mutual understanding between them allows the team members to have each 
                                             other’s backs at all times.

No. 14, Aly. 4, Ln. 345, Sec. 4, Ren'ai Rd.          +886-2-8773-7286             Mon to Sat 10:00-21:00No. 9, Ln. 119, Sec. 3, Heping E. Rd.          +886-2-2736-6166            Everyday 11:00-19:00

No. 3, Ln. 40, Andong St.          +886-2-2775-1467             Everyday 12:00- 00:00；Reservation for salonNo. 12, Ln. 6, Siwei Rd.          +886-2-2705-7255            Mon to Sat 11:30-19:00No. 18, Aly. 5, Ln. 107, Sec. 1, Fuxing S Rd.          +886-2-2778-7526            Everyday 12:00-22:00No. 24, Ln. 63, Sec. 2, Dunhua S Rd.         +886-2-2707-3348            Mon to Thu 17:30-22:00，Fri to Sat 17:30-23:00
No. 34, Aly. 52, Ln. 12, Sec. 3, Bade Rd.          +886-2-2579-6455            Mon to Sat 11:30-14:00、17:00-21:00

Recommendation:【Four-dish Rice】──10 side dishes are o�ered everyday in rotation, a favorite of regulars. 

Collaborative Strengths: Big foodies with a passion for learning and eating food; they also have great palates passed
                                               down from their family and exceptional skills for homemade dishes. 

Complementary Mode: With one taking on a stricter role and the other a more lenient one, this is how they deal with
                                            customers that love to bargain. In the end, a great deal is always o�ered, warming the hearts
                                            of their patrons and keeping everyone happy.

Recommendation:【Chestnut Milk Tea】── Working with milk from select small dairy farmer, the marriage of chestnut
                                    and milk is a unique concoction born in this shop.

Collaborative Strengths: They love food and value the time they spent with each other and spend on average of 2-3 hours 
                                              together everyday eating. They also both love to travel, and traveling to uncommon destinations 
                                              is a romantic bond they have promised each other.

Complementary Mode: Irene is like a rabbit, and Jimmy is like a turtle. She has a wild imagination and works perfectly to 
                                            ease his more serious, step-by-step personality.

2005   Meet
2011   Marriage
2012   Wedding in Taiwan and Bhutan

2013   Café de Riz dinner opens
2014   Café de Riz co�ee shop opens

1960’s   Born and live together 

2010   The shop undergoes renovation 

2000   The breakfast shop opens
2001   The wonton shop opens

2011   Conception of “The Walker” 2013   （　）Art Salon opens 

2015，Basement Co�ee opens 2012   Begins The Walker charity haircuts

1983   Grandma founded the shop 2007   Granddaughter and mother join the team fulltime

2015   Spencer restarts Boven based on the magazine library concept

2010   Spencer begins his idea of starting a magazine library
by systematically collecting magazines

2004   Ken founded the 1st generation Boven

June of 2015  Roots Creative opens

2013-2014   Work together in a restaurant in Boston
2014   Come to Taipei to start a business

2007-2010   Become acquainted in Las Vegas and work together

2008   Tsun Tzu Kou (The Village) opens

2000   Old Wong meets Fatso

CarterSeven Rose

East District,
Team up！

Job Title: Chef

Job Details: Noodles

Year of Birth: 1963

Astrology Sign: Gemini

Hobby: Pachinko

Job Title: Front of the house

Job Details: Maitre d'

Year of Birth: 1954

Astrology Sign: Libra

Hobby: Surf the net 

Job Title: Woman of the house

Job Details: Cashier, taking reservations and orders 

Year of Birth: 1965

Astrology Sign: Taurus

Hobby: Shopping

Job Title: Boss/Village Chief

Job Details: Operations,

menu design, and overall supervision

Year of Birth: 1960’s

Astrology Sign: Sagittarius

Hobby: Drinking

Job Title: Chef

Job Details: Braised side dishes

Year of Birth: 1970’s

Astrology Sign: Aries

Hobby: Eating

Job Title: Hair stylist
Job Details: Hair salon, exhibition coordination

Year of Birth: 1984
Astrology Sign: Virgo
Hobby: Tell old stories

Job Title: Barista 
Job Details: Co�ee shop 

Year of Birth: 1992
Astrology Sign: Pisces

Hobby: Aquatic �sh

Job Title: Hair stylist
Job Details: Hair salon, exhibition coordination

Year of Birth: 1985
Astrology Sign: Leo
Hobby: Dog walking

Job Title: Hair stylist
Job Details: Hair salon, event coordination

Year of Birth: 1986
Astrology Sign: Gemini

Hobby: Outdoor 
activities

Job Title: Hair stylist
Job Details: Hair salon

Year of Birth: 1983
Astrology Sign: Virgo

Hobby: Everything about
hairstyling

Job Title: Hair stylist
Job Details: Hair salon

Year of Birth: 1985
Astrology Sign: Gemini
Hobby: Study physical

Chemistry

Job Title: Barista 
Job Details: Co�ee shop 

Year of Birth: 1992
Astrology Sign: Cancer 

Hobby: Sleep

Job Title: Chef 
Job Details: Kitchen, front of the house

Year of Birth: 1986
Astrology Sign: Virgo

Hobby: Food

Job Title: Chef 
Job Details: Kitchen, management, 
accounting, and human resources

Year of Birth: 1978
Astrology Sign: Gemini

Hobby: Food

Job Title: Chef 
Job Details: Kitchen, accounting 

Year of Birth: 1983
Astrology Sign: Virgo

Hobby: Food

Relative:  Grandma

Job Details: Spiritual leader,

pays cash to the vegetable vender

Year of Birth: 1920’s

Astrology Sign: Gemini

Hobby: Family gathering

Relative:  Mom

Job Details: In charge of how many pastries to make,

rolling of the dough, and shop management

Year of Birth: 1940’s

Astrology Sign: Aquarius

Hobby: Interacting with customers

Relative: Granddaughter 

Job Details: Online management,

PR

Year of Birth: 1973

Astrology Sign: Pisces

Hobby: Travel and look at new things 

Job Title: Publisher

Job Details: Publishing, 

printing consultant

Year of Birth: 1976

Astrology Sign: Libra 

Hobby: Food, travel, jogging

Job Title: Reader

Job Details: Book selection, 

accounting, store management

Year of Birth: 1976

Astrology Sign: Taurus

Hobby: Reading, music, movies

Job Title: Storyteller

Job Details: PR, interviews, 

cross-industry collaborations

Year of Birth: 1975

Astrology Sign: Libra 

Hobby: Music, co�ee, riding heavy motorcycle

Recommendation:【（  ）Art Salon】――Once a month, get your haircut and get your head in the right place as well!

1980’s Daddy’s Lover Restaurant opens in the East District 
(Co-owned by Old Wong and Chef Hsiao)
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Taipei’s East District With Advice from Experts.


